UTR1.179 – THOMAS GEPP PRIZE IN VETERINARY PATHOLOGY

Establishment

The Prize has been established by a contribution to the University by Mr T L W Gepp in memory of his father, Thomas Gepp (1809 - 1894) a Pioneer Adelaide Veterinarian.

Eligibility

The prize will be awarded by the University annually to students studying Level 1 of the Doctor of Veterinary Medicine program, for the student that shows the greatest aptitude, enthusiasm and application in the study of animal pathology (VETSC 7010RW Systems Pathology).

Value

The prize will be a book or books to the value of $250 per year, or such other amount as the University shall from time to time determine.

Selection of Candidate

The award winner shall be determined by a consensus of the staff member(s) teaching into the courses outlined above. They may or may not be the student with the highest grade, but must exhibit an interest or particular aptitude in veterinary pathology.

If there is no candidate of sufficient merit in any given year then the prize will not be awarded in that year and the money will be used in subsequent years. Multiple prizes may be given in those subsequent years if funds allow.

If there is more than one candidate of equal merit, then the prize shall be shared.

Variations

The University may vary the rules from time to time in a manner consistent with the original objectives of the prize.